
Protecting your School or Campus is no easy task. You're responsible for protecting the most valuable 
assets at your school. Oliver Communications comprehensive video surveillance and security solution  
will give students, teachers and personnel a safer environment and a secure feeling so they can focus     
on the reason for being there, Education!  With end-to-end solutions that cover every element of video 
surveillance and access control on school buses and school grounds or campus, Oliver Communications 
security team will work with you to identify your individual needs and the specific equipment to fit them.  
While staying within your working budget, Oliver’s team will design and install a security solution with the 
latest technology, quality and reliability to provide the peace of mind  to everyone on campus. 

The forward-thinking approach that our professionals bring to the table will help you seamlessly integrate 
all of your security solutions throughout your entire campus. We can customize a security solution with  
video surveillance systems, access control, emergency call stations and more.  We have a solution for 
everyone from small town school systems to large school districts, private schools, to colleges and 
universities. 

Education
Video Surveillance and Access Control Design & Installation

Oliver  Communications  security team along with our cabling infrastructure experts and 
electricians, can provide the entire solution.  Oliver’s products and capabilities include:

Security Cameras: Oliver carries a full line of analog and IP Surveillance cameras and lenses for 
your different surveillance needs. Also carry specialty cameras, such as infrared, low-light and night your different surveillance needs. Also carry specialty cameras, such as infrared, low-light and night 
vision cameras.

Digital Recorders / IT servers: Oliver has a full portfolio of recording products, from DVR’s and 
NVR’s to Hybrid video appliances.

Video Management Software: Software only, l IP servers or video appliances w/ choice of 
preloaded  Video Management Software packages to choose from (Genetec, ONSSI, Axis, 
Milestone, etc.)

Video Analytics:  Oliver has cameras “smart cameras” and software to perform video analytics 
such as crowd gathering, package left behind, traffic in the wrong direction, etc.

Monitors: Choose from a full line of monitor types, sizes, resolutions and formats including LCD, flat 
panel and touch-screen capabilities

Remote Viewing: Select from a number of methods for remote viewing, from IP-based cameras to 
web-based browser software.

IP Networked Systems: Oliver has systems that will allow you to use your existing IT infrastructure 
for your video surveillance network 

Access Control Solutions: Oliver has the most advanced access control systems on the market 
today. Card or keypad, biometric readers for highly secure areas. Badges, mapping and tracking 
features.
.

Telecommunications / Electrical
• Cabling Infrastructure (Underground or Aerial, New poles, Manholes and hand holes)
• Fiber and copper backbones, Inside wiring, 
• Wireless communications (WLAN’s, Mesh, PTP, PTMP, Mobile), 


